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Nanotechnology has provided a platform for producing new photocatalytic materials, where the
reduction in length scales has been used to amplify the eﬃciency of these light active materials. The progression to nano-based photocatalysts has been driven by the increase in surface area that is achieved.
Furthermore, nanophotocatalysts based on porous polymers or gel materials are often more active as
reagents can more easily partition across the whole photocatalyst. Here, reducing the diﬀusional path
length for substrates across the porous/gel material increases the quantity of accessible active sites in the
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photocatalytic material. The formation of nanophotocatalytic materials has also enabled the formation of
functional nanoparticles that can be used in diﬀerent conditions traditionally inaccessible to bulk catalysts.
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Speciﬁcally, aqueous compatible nanophotocatalytic materials have been reported, enabling greener
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reaction conditions and new applications of photocatalysts.
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Mimicking natural processes such as photosynthesis, these
materials utilise solar energy to enable chemical reactions to
proceed. Initially, organo-metallic photocatalytic complexes,
mainly based on iridium or ruthenium were investigated for
mediation of photocatalytic organic reactions.1,2 Recently, a
shift towards exclusively organic compounds has been
observed. Furthermore, in order to enhance the recyclability of
photocatalytic materials there has been a shift towards heterogeneous photocatalysts. These materials are often bulk polymeric materials that can be easily recycled, through centrifugation, cleaned and reused. Typically, conjugated donor–accep-
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Introduction
Sunlight is a clean, renewable energy source that can be harnessed to catalyse chemical reactions. Increasingly, the use of
this energy source has been targeted as a cleaner, more environmentally friendly alternative to thermal energy. The emergence of photocatalytic materials has facilitated this shift.
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tor polymers are used as photocatalytic materials, with adjustable molecular orbitals and physical properties.3,4 Furthermore,
the incorporation of small molecule photocatalysts into classical polymers has recently been reported as new heterogeneous
photocatalytic systems.5
Photocatalytic systems use visible light to enable a broad
range of chemical reactions to proceed including water
splitting,6–9 CO2 reduction,10–13 C–C coupling reactions,14,15 CvC
bond cleavage,16,17 pericyclic reactions,18,19 metal reduction,20,21
enzyme co-factor activation,22,23 trifluoromethylation of arenes,24
oxidation of sulfides,25,26 dehalogenation of haloketones,27 heterocycle formation28 and enantioselective alpha-alkylation.29
These reactions proceed through the formation of photogenerated radical species within the photocatalytic material. The lifetime of these active species varies between photocatalytic
materials and in the reaction conditions, but the highest concentration of these active agents is found at the photocatalytic centre.
Therefore, for eﬃcient photocatalytic conversions the reagents
must be in close proximity of the photocatalytic material.
Multiple strategies have been implemented to maximise
reagent and photocatalytic proximity, most notably by increasing the surface area of photocatalytic materials. The emergence of porous organic polymers (POP) and the subsequent
utilisation of this material class for photocatalysis has yielded
high surface area photocatalysts. Conjugated mesoporous polymers (CMP) and subsequently covalent triazine frameworks
(CTF) have been widely reported for visible light mediated
photocatalysis. These bulk systems are large conjugated networks with defined nanostructures, maximising the surface
area, therefore, allowing diﬀusion into the network. However,
as these materials are often in the 100’s of µm to mm range,
the mass transport across all of the photocatalytic material is
often a challenge. Bulk gel photocatalytic materials have been
reported that have photocatalytic sites incorporated into the
gel structure.18 These gel networks allow for the diﬀusion of
reagents into the networks, enabling their catalytic conversion.
Similarly, to conjugated porous polymers, mass-transfer is
once again a challenge limiting these materials. Recently, the
production of photocatalytic nanomaterials has been investigated as a method to produce heterogeneous photocatalysts
that require shorter diﬀusional path lengths.
With this review we wish to highlight an emerging class of
photocatalytic nanomaterials. Despite its young age, several
impressive examples have been published, underlining the
demand for a summary. Discussing porous polymers, followed
by polymeric gels and ending with self-assembled nanoparticles, a broad spectrum of diﬀerent photocatalytic nanomaterials is covered in this review, visualising their synthesis,
benefits and possible applications.

Porous photocatalytic nanomaterials
Nanomaterials have been used to maximise the surface area of
photocatalytic materials. Further enhancement of total surface
area has also been achieved by the utilisation of porous struc-
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tures. Initially bulk porous photocatalysts were produced, comprised of a highly cross-linked aromatic 3D network.3,4 These
porous polymers oﬀer several advantages over their solid analogues including higher surface-to-volume ratio, easy synthesis,
high tunability of the donor–acceptor structure, recyclability, and
increased turnover rate for catalytic reactions.3,30–32
A prominent class of porous nanomaterials are conjugated
microporous polymers (CMPs). These CMPs comprise a
π-conjugated backbone, featuring electron density donor- and
electron density acceptor-type monomers.33 CMPs are synthesised in a one-pot procedure, where the composition of the
CMP is controlled by the monomer-types and their molar ratios.
This flexibility in synthesis has allowed generation of a widerange of CMPs over the last decade, targeting diﬀerent applications. CMPs represent well-established materials in the fields
of organic synthesis,16 CO2 reduction and H2O splitting.34
Recently, nano-based CMP systems have been reported that
further enhance the photocatalysts surface area.35 Moreover,
due to the nanosize of these materials, the diﬀusion length of
substrates into photocatalytic material is reduced, creating
higher performing systems. Nano-CMPs are typically formed
using a mini-emulsion strategy where the conjugated polymers
are formed within droplets and are dispersed in water. This
dispensability in water has enabled the shift to undertaking
photocatalytic reaction in water, a greener solvent. Ma et al.
produced a series of nanomaterials by either Suzuki–Miyaura
or Sonogashira–Hagihara cross-coupling polycondensation
reactions in an oil-in-water mini-emulsion, followed by solvent
evaporation.36 Spherical, rod and ring shaped nanomaterials
were produced depending on the monomers selected, where
increasing the concentration of benzothiadiazole within the
polymer led to non-spherical structures. Here, nano-CMPs
could be used for rapid photocatalytic degradation of rhodamine B, with ring shaped nano-CMPs being the most eﬃcient.
It is unclear whether the morphology of the nano-CMP or the
polymer composition plays a more important role in photocatalytic eﬃciency.
Ma et al. also investigated the use of CMP nanoparticles for
the regeneration of the cofactor NAD+. Via oil-in-water miniemulsion polymerisation, triethynylbenzene and oxadiazole
components were polymerized, yielding 50–80 nm spherical,
microporous CMP nanoparticles. With encapsulation of these
nanoparticles into giant polymer vesicles, an eﬀective nanoreactor was established, which could be used in combination
with modified enzymes for photobiocatalysis.38
Finally, Ma et al. investigated the use of CMP nanoparticles
for use in photodynamic therapy (PDT). Here, the aqueous
compatibility of the nanomaterials enabled the eradication of
bacteria using non-toxic and pure organic systems. Both
Escherichia coli K-12 and Bacillus subtilis where inactivated
by photogenerated singlet oxygen (Fig. 1).37 In addition to
CMPs, covalent triazine frameworks (CTFs) are an interesting
class of porous polymers. Similarly to CMPs, CTFs are porous
networks formed from an aromatic backbone, but here, triazine donor units are used.39 Typically, cyanide containing
monomers undergo a one-pot trimerization reaction to
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Fig. 1 (a) Synthesis route for the production of photocatalytic CMP
nanoparticles by Sonogashira–Hagihara cross-couplings. (b) Bacterial
deactivation by active oxygen. Reproduced from ref. 37 with permission
from Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2016.

form triazine groups, allowing for tunability via monomer
selection.40–42
The production of CTF materials was initially undertaken
using conventional liquid-phase approaches in molten
ZnCl243,44 or trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TfOH).45
Unfortunately, these methods do not produce materials with
regular morphologies and defined optical properties. Huang
et al. have recently reported a size-controllable confinement
synthesis of CTF nanoparticles. Since the synthesis of CTFs
usually occurs in an ionothermal procedure, with harsh reaction conditions, formation of controlled CTF nanoparticles
with defined morphologies has not been possible. In a combined sol–gel emulsion, assisted by TfOH vapour, confined
silica templates were used to encapsulate a thiophene-derived
dinitrile monomer (Fig. 2). After polymerization of these
monomers, the silica template was removed using an etching
procedure, giving CTF-NP with a discrete particle size, confirmed by BET, TEM and EDX measurements. With an
additional incorporation of an electron-withdrawing ben-

Fig. 2 Synthesis route for nanoparticle CTFs using a silica shell to
conﬁne the monomers and allow polymerisation in TfOH vapour.
Reproduced from ref. 30 with permission from John Wiley and Sons,
copyright 2020.
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zothiadiazole group into the polymer, an increased chargetransfer was induced, where higher BT content shifts the
LUMO energy to more positive potentials, altering the energetic levels of the system. The photo generated charge separation was boosted by the incorporation of the strong electron
acceptor 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole, increasing electron localisation and resulting in very high conversion rates and selectivity
of a [3 + 2] cycloaddition. When compared to the bulk
polymer, an 18-fold increase in conversion rate was observed.30
Lastly, a new type of porous polymer nanoparticles was presented by Ferguson et al.46 Here, hyper cross-linked porous
nanoparticles were synthesised containing a benzothiadiazole
based vinyl-monomer, using RAFT-PISA. PEG based polymeric
stabilising units were used, allowing the polymer particles to be
dispersed in a range of diﬀerent continuous phases. This allows
for widespread applications, since an optimal solvent selection
for the photocatalytic reaction can be provided. Ferguson et al.
demonstrated that this new porous material could be used in
water, acetonitrile or toluene, whilst the hydrophobic small
molecule photocatalyst shows no solubility in water.

Photocatalytic gels
Cross-linked polymer gel networks containing photoactive
species have recently gained significant interest. Both organo
and hydrogel based systems have been implemented for the
production of high value compounds. Similarly to porous polymers, polymer gel networks enable enhanced reagent and catalyst contact. Here, photocatalytic gels have been produced to
allow easy partitioning of reagents into the gel network, where
they can be readily transformed. To date conjugated,47
polymer/inorganic,48 polymer/metal49 and classical polymer18
gel networks have been investigated.
Similar to the previously discussed porous polymeric nanomaterials, photocatalytically modified gels exhibit significant
advances over linear, bulk polymers. Besides an enlargement
of the photocatalytically available surface, an enhancement of
compatible solvents can be achieved. Moreover, the implementation of photocatalysts onto highly cross-linked gels, allow for
the introduction of new functionality. Bulk gels have shown
promising catalytic eﬃcacy. However, most of the catalytic
centres are often not available due to spatial hindrance inside
the polymer gel. Similarly to CMPs and CTFs, recently nanobased gel systems have been reported to tackle spatial hindrance. Reagents in the nano/microgel systems are required to
diﬀuse much shorter distances compared to bulk system. As
the diﬀusion of reagents to the catalyst is often the rate limiting step in photocatalytic systems, significantly reducing the
length scales required, vastly increases the photocatalytic performance of these materials.
Petrizza et al. prepared one of the first examples of photocatalytic polymer microgels. Here, a cross-linked block-copolymer was synthesized by free radical mini-emulsion polymerization of vinyl acetate and vinyl caprolactam was produced
(Fig. 3). Into this hydrogel, a vinyl benzyl derivative of rose
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Fig. 3 Synthesis of photoactive microgels by mini-emulsion polymerisation. A dispersed phase of N-vinylcaprolactam, vinyl acetate, divinyl
adipate, vinyl benzene rose bengal, AIBN and hexadecane was polymerised to produce rose bengal grafted microgels. Reproduced from ref. 50
with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2019.

bengal (RB) was copolymerised into the gel network, resulting
in covalently bound, swellable microgel particles. Polymer
microgels around 200 nm in size were produced that under
irradiation of light could create reactive oxygen species, which
could be used to synthesise 6-hydroxy-(2H)-pyran-3-one and
1,2-dibenzoylbenzene.50
Radjagobalou et al. further expanded the use of photocatalytic microgels, showing their use in flow chemistry.
Poly(N-vinylcaprolactam-covinyl acetate-co-vinylbenzyl Rose
Bengal) microgels was used for the photooxygenation of
α-terpine. The microporous structural properties of the photoactive microgels allowed not only for the diﬀusion of the
reagent to the catalytic centres, but also for the application
into a spiral flow chemistry setup. A similar product conversion to free RB was observed, moreover advantages in a
decrease of photobleaching as well as a fixed microgel for continuous usage was observed.51
Further to the synthesis of polymer nanogels that can be
swollen to allow photocatalysis Ferguson et al. produced a
responsive system that could be turned on or oﬀ (Fig. 4).
Photocatalytic nano/microgels were synthesised by copolymerising diphenylbenzothiadiazoleacrylamide together with
N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) and poly(ethylene glycol)
dimethacrylate as cross-linker. The gels produced had an
average diameter of around 190 nm at ambient temperature.
NIPAM groups display lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) behaviour, therefore, a thermoresponsiveness was
established into the polymer network. Upon heating to 40 °C,
a shrinkage of the nanogel to 70 nm was observed, giving a
compressed, and non photocatalytically active material. When
cooled down to 25 °C, swelling of the particles back to 190 nm
was observed, demonstrating the reversibility of the system.
Reaction control by light and temperature was extensively
investigated for NAD+ regeneration in water, and as well as an
oxidation, reduction and redox catalytic conversion. Reaction
control by temperature and light was achieved, with additional
high conversion rates of at least 87% presented.52
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Fig. 4 (a) Photocatalytic temperature-responsive nanogels structure.
(b) Temperature-dependent size of nanogels. (c) Reversible phase
changes by changing temperature. (d) Temperature-dependent photocatalytic conversion of the enzyme cofactor NADH to NAD+.
Reproduced from ref. 52 with permission from John Wiley and Sons,
copyright 2019.

Self-assembled polymer
photocatalysts
Classical polymer photocatalysts have recently emerged as an
alternative to conjugated photocatalytic systems.5 Here, a
small molecular photocatalyst is modified so that it can be
incorporated into a classical polymer. This incorporation can
be during the polymerisation of the polymer, or as a post-polymerisation modification. This methodology enables a broad
range of photocatalytic materials to be synthesised, where the
physical properties of the polymer can be easily varied whilst
maintaining photocatalytic activity.
Controlled radical polymerisation techniques, such as
reversible addition–fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) and
atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), allow more
complex polymer architectures to be synthesised. Here, welldefined block copolymers can be synthesised, where the
location of any given monomer on the polymer chain is
known. This spatial control of monomers has been utilised
when forming classical polymer photocatalysts. The photocatalytic moiety can easily be incorporated within a desired
polymeric block. Furthermore, polymerisation induced selfassembly (PISA) enables superstructures (including nanoparticles) to be formed in solution. Typically, reactions are
undertaken in aqueous or alcoholic conditions, where initially
a hydrophilic macro chain transfer agent is chain extended by
a more hydrophobic monomer. As the polymer chain extends

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2022
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the second block becomes insoluble in the continuous phase,
driving self-assembly.
Recently, RAFT mediated PISA has been used by multiple
research groups to form photocatalytic classical polymer nanoparticles. Here, organic dyes have been modified to include
vinyl functionality enabling their copolymerisation within
RAFT polymerisation. Interestingly, the inclusion of the photoactive monomer into both the hydrophobic particle core and
hydrophilic corona has been investigated. Lessard et al. chain
extended a PEG macroCTA with Eosin Y modified with a methacrylate functional group and benzyl methacrylate.53 The synthesis was undertaken in the absence of any initiator where
the photocatalytic monomer was able to self-initiate the polymerisation through photo-induced electron/energy transferRAFT (PET-RAFT) (Fig. 5). Further to the self-synthesising
polymer nanoparticles Lessard et al. used a PMMA Eosin Y for
the successful photo-mediated oxidation of 4-methoxyphenyl
boronic acid to 4-methoxyphenol.53
Recently Korpusik et al. incorporated a methacrylate functionalized RB derivative into a diblock copolymer, using
PISA-RAFT. An azide-modified macro chain transfer agent
(mCTA) enabled modification of the polymer nanoparticles to
be achieved by a subsequent HUISGEN-cyclization reaction of
DNA aptamers. This conjugation of aptamers onto the surface
resulted in enhanced cellular uptake of the nanoparticles.
Decreased aggregation of photocatalyst (compared to free RB)
was observed due to the equal distribution of the active molecule across the hydrophobic portion of the polymer chains.
The enhanced distribution lead to increased singlet oxygen
production, creating a promising material for use in photodynamic therapy.54
Boussiron et al. also utilised RAFT mediated PISA to form
photocatalytic classical polymer nanoparticles.55 Here, RB was
selected as the photocatalytic unit, which was again modified
to contain a polymerizable group, an acrylate or styrene deriva-

Fig. 5 Eosin Y containing polymer nanoparticles produced by PET
RAFT-PISA. Synthesised in the absence of initiator sub 100 nm photoactive polymer nanoparticles are formed. Reproduced from ref. 53 with
permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2021.
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tive. Early work by Boussiron et al. produced photoactive latex
particles, where rose bengal was incorporated into an acrylic
acid macroCTA and then chain extended with n-butyl acrylate.55 This self-assembled photoactive particles showed low
polydispersities and sub 100 nm diameters, typical for the
polymerisation technique used and suggesting the inclusion
of the bulk photocatalyst did not significantly impede the polymerisation or self-assembly process. Furthermore, the photoactive nanoparticles produced readily produced reactive
oxygen species upon irradiation with visible light. Boussiron
et al. further investigated the inclusion of rose bengal into selfassembled nanoparticles to determine the optimum position
of the photocatalytic material within the self-assembled nanoparticle.56 Boussiron et al. demonstrated the easy incorporation of the photoactive material into both environments,
combining multiple diﬀerent monomers.56 Independent on
the location of the photoactive monomer sub 100 nm particles
were again formed. No particular diﬀerence in the photooxidation reaction of furfuryl alcohol was observed when RB was
found in the core, corona or as a free molecule. Conversely,
Ibrahimova et al. found significant diﬀerences in performance
of a BODIPY based photoactive monomer when it was incorporated into the hydrophilic or hydrophobic portion of a selfassembled polymersome.57 Here, significantly higher performance was observed for the photoperoxidation of anthracene
9,10-divinylsulfonate by singlet oxygen when the BODIPY was
located in the corona compared to the core. It is currently
unclear what causes the diﬀerences in performance between
these systems, it may be due to the diﬀerences in monomers,
photoactive molecules, reaction being catalysed or the polymeric structures.

Conclusions and perspectives
Nanotechnology has enabled the synthesis of a broad range of
polymer structures. The application of nanomaterials in photocatalytic systems has yielded highly eﬃcient materials that
combat some of the main challenges in heterogeneous photocatalysis. Specifically, the use of nanomaterials in photocatalytic porous or gel materials has mitigated some of the
challenges with mass transfer into the light active material.
Here, diﬀusional path lengths are significantly reduced for
nano-based systems compared to bulk material, where not
all of the photocatalytically active surface area can be fully
utilised.
Furthermore, photocatalytic nanomaterials can often be
used in a broader range of solvents, including greener solvents
such as water.
The use of photocatalytic systems in aqueous environments
also enables combinations with biomaterials such as enzymes
to be more readily realised. The application of nanotechnology
has been reported here for three main classes of polymer
photocatalysts: self-assembled, porous and gel photocatalytic
polymers. For each of these classes the use of nanotechnology
has allowed more control of the physical properties of the light
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active material compared to the analogous bulk systems.
Future research will likely follow this trend where advanced
nanomaterials could be synthesised for specialised
applications.
It is likely that increasingly defined nanomaterials will be
synthesised to increase the catalytic eﬃcacy, solvent compatibility and even selectiveness of photocatalytic materials.
Conceivable options include controllability of chemo- and
regio-selectivity, controlled diastereomer conversion, responsive drug delivery systems, but even regeneration of value
compounds in flow chemistry. There is a broad range of
diﬀerent photocatalytic nanostructures that could feasibly be
produced, however, a balance must be made between the
benefit of producing more complex systems and the diﬃculty
in synthesis.
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